Pseudoscalar correlator is measured in a singular (monopole dominant) and a regular (photon dominant) parts of a maximal abelian field on SU(2) lattice. In the abelian field and its singular part, light pseudoscalar boson are observed similar to that in SU (2) field. On the other hand , the correlator in the regular part behaves like a product of free quark and anti-quark. Obtained results give a support for a possibility that monopole condensation is responsible for chiral symmetry breaking as well as confinement. Correlation between monopoles and instantons is also investigated by observing topological charge. A field including monopoles carrys topological charge with good correlation to that in original SU(2) gauge field while that including only photons shows no topological charge.
Monopole condensation and chiral symmetry breaking
Recently, chiral symmetry breaking in the maximal abelian field and in its monopolepart has been examined on SU(2) lattice at finite temperature by one of the present authors. [1] It has been found that chiral condensates (in quench level) in the U 1 field and in its monopole part , keep the same feature of chiral breaking with that observed in original SU(2) gauge field. Existence of light pion in the maximal abelian field has also been reported at zero temperature. [2] As for confinement, condensation of monopoles has got increasing evidences. Wriggling of magnetic current in confinement phase [3] abelian dominance in confinement, [4, 5] saturation of area law of Wilson loops by monopole contribution, [6] evidence of monopole condensation by entropy dominance over energy of magnetic current [7] and finiteness of an order parameter in confinement phase [8] have been reported.
Those observations give a support for an idea that monopole condensation is responsible for chiral symmetry breaking as well as confinement. Historically, such idea has been discussed several times. Banks and Casher first arged that confinement breaks chiral symmetry in 1980. [9] Later, some authors tried to show chiral symmetry breaking based on dual Ginzburg-Landau theory. [10, 11, 12] A recent work by Suganuma, Sasaki and Toki has given an affirmative answer for this possibility. [13] Here we investigate pseudoscalar boson in the field dominated by monopoles on lattice for a further investigation. We study relationship between instantons and monopoles also by observing topological charge. Present analyses have been done using Intel Paragon XP/S(56nodes) at the Institute for Numerical Simulations and Applied Mathematics in Hiroshima University.
2
U 1 gauge field by maximal abelian projection and its decomposition into monopole and photon parts
From an SU(2) gauge field, we extract U 1 field through maximal abelian projection [14] by maximizing
and spliting SU(2) gauge link U µ (n) as
where r c (n) = 1 − |c µ (n)| 2 . Here, θ µ (n) is the U 1 gauge field and c µ (n) is interpreted as a charged matter field under the U 1 gauge transformation.
Decomposition into the singular(monopole) and the regular(photon) parts is carried out following Matsubara et al. [15, 16] On lattice , every quantity is regular at finite lattice spacing and we can work in Landau gauge. Then we have Landau gauge field as [3] where the abelian field strength θ µν is given by θ µν = ∂ µ θ ν − ∂ ν θ µ and G(n) is lattice Coulomb propagator and ∂ is derivative on lattice.
Here we decompose field strength following DeGrand-Toussaint as, [17] θ µν =θ µν + 2πM µν , [4] where −π <θ µν < π and M µν is Dirac string. Substituting eq. [4] into eq. [3] , we have a decomposition of θ L µ (n) into a regular part θ P h µ (n) and a singular part θ Ds µ (n) where [5] and
Such decomposition has been discussed by de Forcrand et al. [18] As a result of the decomposition, the singular part carrys almost equal number of magnetic currents (95 − 98%) to that in the U 1 field whereas the number of electric currents is less than a few % of that in the U 1 field. On the other hand, situation is just opposite in the regular part. [1] By this reason, the singular part is called as monopole part and the regular part as photon part.
3
Pseudoscalar correlator in the field dominated by monopoles
Existence of light pseudoscalar boson is examined to confirm chiral broken phase in U 1 and the singular gauge field θ µ (n) Ds . We measure pseudo scalar correlator by staggered quark on 16 3 × 32 lattice at β = 2.2. The quark operator is given by [7] and V µ (n) is set to be either U µ (n) or e iθµ(n) or e iθ Ds µ (n) or e iθ P h µ (n) . Quark mass parameter is taken as ma = 0.005 and number of configurations is 35.
Results are presented in Fig.1 . The pion correlators in SU(2), U 1 and θ µ (n) Ds gauge fields have similar shape. Local masses in those correlators take similar values . They are am(0 − ) = 0.174(38), 0.169(61), 0.162(82), [8] .
in SU(2), U 1 and the monopole part, respectively, at t = 6 ∼ 10.
Although chiral limit (m → 0) has not been examined, existence of light pseudoscalar meson in those gauge field is confirmed.
On the other hand, that in the regular part θ µ (n) P h behave differently as shown in Fig.2 . In order to understand this behavior, we present pseudoscalar correlator of free-staggered fermion in Fig.3 . Saw tooth like behavior of the correlator in the regular gauge field is similar to that of free staggered quark. Therefore in the regular gauge field, there seems no light pion and no evidence for chiral symmetry breaking.
Topological charge in the photon and the monopole part
Here we report an evidence of strong correlation between instantons and monopoles. Relationship between instantons in nonabelian gauge field and monopoles in its U 1 sector has not well clarified. Nevertheless , intimate relation is expected due to several reasons. Both are non-trivial topological objects. Instanton is known to couple with chiral symmetry breaking. Actually, we have shown that monopole seems relevant to the breaking in the previous work [1] and in this paper. Quantities examined here are charge Q, abolute integral of topological charge density I Q and a normalized actions defined by
, [11] where P µν is a plaquette in µν -plane. We evaluate those quantities for the Ph-part and the Ds-part as well as original SU(2) link variables with using cooling method.
Since, Q and I Q are those of SU(2) object, we reconstruct SU(2) link variables U P h µ (n) and U Ds µ (n) from θ P h µ (n) and θ Ds µ (n) by multipling the matter part M µ (n) in the following way;
where i takes either Ph or Ds . An sample of 40 configurations, we cool those three fields, U µ (n) , U P h µ (n),U Ds µ (n) and monitor Q , I Q ands. Fig.4a,4b and 4c show typical examples of cooling curves. Although there is quantitative difference, Q , I Q ands of SU (2) and Ds-part have nontrivial plateaus while those of Ph-part die very quickly. The trivial feature in Ph-part is common in all 40 configurations. Fig.5a and 5b show correlation between topological charges of SU(2) and Ph-part or Ds-part at 3 cooling. Fig.s 6a and 6b are similar one but that at 100 cooling. We see that a strong correlation between SU(2) and Ds-part while Ph-part is trivial and no correlation. Similar features are observed also in I Q and s. These suggest that Ds-part, i.e. monopole part , is responsible to topological charge and has close connection to instantons.
Summary and conclusion
Pseudoscalar correlator is examined in the maximal projected U 1 gauge field and in its decomposed fields. The correlators in SU(2), U 1 and θ µ (n)
Ds shows similar exponential decay and existence of light pion mode. On the other hand, in the regular part, the correlator behaves as a product of free staggered fermion. In addition to previous results on chiral condensate at finite temperature [1] , these results give support for an idea that monopole condensation is also responsible for chiral symmetry breaking.
We find an evidence of strong correlation between instantons and monopoles. The field dominated by monopoles carrys topological charge similar to the original SU (2) field . On the other hand , The field dominated by photons shows no topological charge.
Present results suggest possibility that suitable effective theory of monopole condensation can describe both chiral symmetry breaking of QCD as well as confinement. [19] (2)) and Q(P h) at 100 cooling.
